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Kent Bradford, Chairman of the Utah RCB says right : any country that employs or has employed nuclear
power to produce electricity should also handle its waste disposal issues. Development of nuclear power does
go hand in hand with the development of disposal options. As a dual citizen working for many years with
Italian's main government controlled research agency I can see Steve Creamer, Chairman of Energy
Solutions makes an excellent point when he says we are one world and the US should stand ready to provide
technical solutions to those countries that are in need, even if these needs arise mainly out - or are shown so -
of political snags such as population fears.

Nevertheless I find - and this is my US side speaking out of course -that under present day worldwide
situations regarding disposal of radwaste - both HLW(first repository yet to come) and LLRW - it would be
beneficial for all countries.., depending much on their respective political orientations of course - that lower risk
repositories be shared when feasible.Preferably without having to go halfway around the planet.Certainly not
for Class A LLRW which is being disposed of efficiently in Europe.
We must also keep in mind these repositories will outlive the days of traditional underground drilled fuels and in
those days we wouldn't want too many leaky sites around in a world with smaller and smaller free open spaces
around. It is the responsibility of the country producing the waste to conceive the soundest and dead surest
solution. Not flat down ship to America ...some oddball idea our next government -Italy's Parliamentary election
coming up next month - might want to supersede at once.

Dan from Rome
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